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Summary
Objective: To select, present and summarize some of the best 
papers in the field of Knowledge Representation and Manage-
ment (KRM) published in 2020.
Methods: A comprehensive and standardized review of the 
medical informatics literature was performed to select the most 
interesting papers of KRM published in 2020, based on PubMed 
queries. This review was conducted according to the IMIA Year-
book guidelines.
Results: Four best papers were selected among 1,175 publica-
tions. In contrast with the papers selected last year, the four best 
papers of 2020 demonstrated a significant focus on methods and 
tools for ontology curation and design. The usual KRM application 
domains (bioinformatics, machine learning, and electronic health 
records) were also represented.
Conclusion: In 2020, ontology curation emerges as a significant 
topic of research interest. Bioinformatics, machine learning, and 
electronics health records remain significant research areas in 
the KRM community with various applications. Knowledge rep-
resentations are key to advance machine learning by providing 
context and to develop novel bioinformatics metrics. As in 2019, 
representations serve a great variety of applications across many 
medical domains, with actionable results and now with growing 
adhesion to the open science initiative. 
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1   Introduction 
The year 2020 has produced a large number 
of publications related to Knowledge Repre-
sentation and Management (KRM) in Medi-
cine. KRM focuses on the development and 
application of resources and methods to be 
used in other medical informatics domains. 
During the last four years, we have observed 
significant contributions to data integration, 
machine learning, bioinformatics and ge-
nomics data analysis, and a growing maturity 
in ontology development.

In this review, we present a selection of 
some of the best papers published in 2020 
in the KRM domain, based either on their 
impact or the novelty of the approach in the 
medical KRM field.

2   Paper Selection Method
We conducted the selection of KRM papers, 
based on the set of queries optimized during 
the last editions of the International Medi-
cal Informatics (IMIA) Yearbook [1-4]. In 
comparison with the latest editions of the 
IMIA Yearbook [3, 4], where both PubMed/
MELDINE and Web of Science™ were 
used to search for KRM articles, we did not 
expand the search to the Web of Science 
(WoS) database this year. We have observed 
limited additional contributions in WoS in 
2018 (3.4%, n=34/962) and 2019 (1.5%, 
n=18/1189) and no candidate paper was se-
lected among these additional contributions, 
mostly because they were more bioinfor-
matics-related than actual KRM papers. We 

followed a generic method to select the best 
papers, commonly used in all sections of the 
Yearbook and have done so since 2013. As 
for the last years, the search was performed 
on MEDLINE by querying PubMed and 
additionally, the articles published in 2020 in 
the Journal of Biomedical Semantics (JBS) 
and in the Journal of Biomedical Informatics 
(JBI) were manually analyzed. 

Our query set includes Medical Subject 
Headings (MeSH) descriptors related to 
KRM in the context of medical informatics 
with a restriction to international peer-re-
viewed journals, including conference pro-
ceedings indexed in PubMed. Only original 
research articles published in 2020 (from 
01/01/2020 to 12/31/2020) were considered; 
we excluded the following publication types: 
reviews, editorials, comments, and letters to 
the editors.

The selection of the best papers was 
performed among the results of the query 
process, in three steps. At the first step, the 
section editors reviewed all title, abstract and 
type of publications to establish a short list 
of 15 candidate papers. At the second step, 
five expert reviewers (including the section 
editors and two editors in chief) reviewed 
the candidate papers using the IMIA Year-
book quality criteria scoring method. More 
specifically, the following aspects of the 
papers were evaluated: significance, quality 
of scientific content, originality and inno-
vativeness, coverage of related literature, 
organization, and quality of the presentation. 
The final step of the selection of papers was 
achieved during a meeting of the whole ed-
itorial board, based on the reviews and the 
report of the section editors.
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Table 1    Best paper selection of articles for the IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2021 in the special section ‘Knowledge Representation and 
Management'. The articles are listed in alphabetical order of the first author’s surname. 

Section 
Knowledge Representation and Management

 Le DH. UFO: A tool for unifying biomedical ontology-based semantic similarity calculation, enrichment analysis and 
visualization. PLoS One 2020;15(7):e0235670.
 Robinson PN, Ravanmehr V, Jacobsen JOB, Danis D, Zhang XA, Carmody LC, Gargano MA, Thaxton CL, Core UNCB, 

Karlebach G, Reese J, Holtgrewe M, Kohler S, McMurry JA, Haendel MA, Smedley D. Interpretable clinical genomics with a 
likelihood ratio paradigm. Am J Hum Genet 2020;107(3):403-17.
 Slater LT, Gkoutos GV, Hoehndorf R. Towards semantic interoperability: finding and repairing hidden contradictions in 

biomedical ontologies. BMC Med Inform Decis Mak 2020;20(Suppl 10):311.
 Zheng F, Shi J, Yang Y, Zheng WJ, Cui L. A transformation-based method for auditing the IS-A hierarchy of biomedical 

terminologies in the Unified Medical Language System. J Am Med Inform Assoc 2020;27(10):1568-75.

3   Results
For 2020, the KRM query retrieved 1,140 
citations from PubMed (JBI and JBS ex-
cluded) and 35 manually selected citations 
from JBI and JBS. The trend in citations 
retrieved by our optimized set of queries 
on PubMed remains stable in comparison 
with the 1,189 citations reviewed in 2019 
[4] and we observed a good precision for 
KRM salient papers. The section editors 
achieved a first selection of 226 papers 
based on the title and abstract. After a sec-
ond review of this set of papers, including 
full text reviews, a selection of 15 candidate 
best papers was established [5-19]. Five re-
viewers reviewed these pre-selected papers 
to select the best four final papers [5-8]. In 
contrast with the papers selected last year, 
the four best papers of 2020 demonstrated 
a significant focus on methods and tools for 
ontology curation and design, and the usual 
KRM application domains: bioinformatics, 
machine learning, and electronic health 
records (EHRs).

3.1   Best Paper Selection for 2020
Among the best papers in 2020, ontology 
curation research is in the spotlight. Zheng 
uses the Unified Medical Language System 
(UMLS) to discover missing is-a relations 
in standard terminologies [5]. They de-
veloped a transformation-based method 
which uses the rich knowledge provided by 
the UMLS for auditing and improving the 
qualities of its source terminologies. Slater 
et al. [6] investigate Open Biomedical On-
tologies (OBO) ontologies’ inconsistencies 
and proposes a method to detect hidden 
unsatisfiabilities in an ontology that arise 
when combined with other ontologies. They 
identified a large set of hidden unsatisfiabil-
ity across a broad range of OBO biomedical 
ontologies and their results provide ele-
ments towards more consistent ontologies. 
Le presents the UFO [7], a new multifaceted 
tool for evaluating and analyzing semantic 
similarity in ontologies in OBO format. 
This solution integrates one of the most 
comprehensive set of features: large cover-
age of existing similarity metrics for term/
entity/network analysis and enrichment, and 

a visualization interface. This tool brings a 
unified solution for ontology curation and 
similarity-based research. 

In another best paper, Robinson et al. 
introduce the LIkelihood Ratio Interpreta-
tion of Clinical AbnormaLities [8] to revisit 
the calculation of Likelihood Ratio (LHR) 
of phenotypes to support prioritization in 
candidate genes or diseases in bioinformatics 
workflows. This algorithm leverages the on-
tological structure of the Human Phenotype 
Ontology (HPO) to compute phenotype 
probabilities used in the calculation of phe-
notypes LHR.

The four best papers are detailed in the 
Appendix. Among all candidate papers for 
2020, we observed three main directions in 
research: ontology curation, semantics for 
machine learning and bioinformatics, and 
knowledge representation in EHRs.

3.2   Ontology Curation and Design
Besides the three selected best papers fo-
cusing on ontology curation [5-7], other 
candidate papers addressed curation and 
design of ontologies in their publications. 
Hier and Brint [9] created a target ontol-
ogy (NEO) for capturing the neurological 
examination using 1,100 concepts from the 
UMLS Metathesaurus. As no UMLS ontol-
ogy used alone has enough depth capture 
neurological examination descriptions, the 

authors combined UMLS terminologies: 
SNOMED CT, MEDCIN, OMIM, MeSH, 
and HPO. This article is a good advocate of 
a multi-terminology coding approach vs. the 
development of an ad hoc ontology. NEO is 
validated by a coverage study. 

Hou et al. [10] propose a large and open 
knowledge representation model dedicated 
to precision medicine, the Precision Med-
icine Ontology (PMO). They developed a 
semi-automated method, from the collection 
of terms (4.53 million terms, from 62 bio-
medical vocabularies) to the evaluation and 
applications of PMO. This work illustrates 
how a large terminology can be designed 
through UMLS integration to cover precision 
medicine use cases. However, its sustainabil-
ity over time remains uncertain.

3.3   Knowledge Representation 
for Machine Learning and 
Bioinformatics
The contributions of knowledge representa-
tions to bioinformatics and machine learning 
methods are illustrated by the best paper by 
Robinson et al. [8]. Among the candidate 
papers, three are using machine learning 
methods enriched by semantic representa-
tions [11-13] and the other are open science 
bioinformatics initiatives enforced by se-
mantic representations [14-16].
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Koulmanov et al. [11] demonstrate how 
ontologies are increasingly being used 
to represent background knowledge in 
similarity-based analysis and machine 
learning models, with a broad overview 
of several research topics supported by an 
impressive list of references. Of particular 
interest is how semantic similarity measures 
and ontology embeddings can exploit the 
background knowledge in ontologies, and 
how ontologies can provide constraints that 
improve machine learning models. One 
use case is provided along with a novel 
benchmark dataset for the prediction of pro-
tein-protein interactions with ontologies. In 
another machine learning driven method, 
Sousa et al. [12] use genetic programming 
over a set of semantic similarities derived 
from different semantic representations, 
to support supervised learning tasks. They 
combine symbolic and statistical methods 
of artificial intelligence with applications in 
bioinformatics. This approach is validated 
by a use case of protein-protein interaction 
prediction. Alag [13] exploits the Clin-
icalTrials.gov dataset to build a corpus 
annotated with HPO and MeSH terms and 
to extract protein mutations and single 
nucleotide polymorphisms. He developed a 
repository of reports for each mutation and 
associated trials with all meta-data available 
via APIs. One use case demonstrates poten-
tial machine learning applications based on 
these APIs.

Blatti et al. [14] present the KnowEnG 
(Knowledge Engine for Genomics) cloud 
platform. It includes tools such as gene 
prioritization, sample clustering, gene set 
analysis, and expression signature analysis. 
It adheres to the open science principles and 
complies with all “FAIR” principles. This 
platform is a good example of a bioinfor-
matics initiative developing standardized 
tools allowing reproducible research. Beck 
et al. [15] describe the latest evolutions of 
Genome-wide Association Study (GWAS) 
Central: a comprehensive resource for the 
discovery and comparison of genotype 
and phenotype data from more than 3.8K 
genome-wide association studies. MeSH 
and HPO support a precise identification 
of genetic variants associated with diseases, 
phenotypes and traits of interest. The Exper-
imental Factor Ontology (EFO), the Disease 

Ontology Lite (DOLite) and the Interna-
tional Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) 
are also used to code the phenotype data in 
GWAS. Shefchek et al. [16] describe the 
status of the Monarch initiative in 2019. 
Even if this is not a research paper per se, 
the importance of such initiative is obvious 
to support research and is a large-scale 
example of knowledge management across 
species. The Monarch platform integrates 
data and allows rich analytics for connect-
ing phenotypes to genotypes. From a KRM 
perspective, they use a large collection of 
widely adopted ontologies but also develop 
(and maintain) additional ontologies and 
mappings. RDF modelling of the covered 
biological knowledge supports the data 
integration and allows efficient data access 
(with APIs), reports and visualization.

3.4   Knowledge Representation in 
Electronic Health Records
Knowledge representation in EHRs follows 
various directions in research: improving 
granularity of patient description [17], 
large-scale integration of patient data [18], 
and formal representation to drive EHR 
development [19].

Jani et al. [17] have designed an ontology 
of social determinants of health to explore 
potential improvement in the current EHR 
coding based on three standardized primary 
care codes recommended by the National 
Health Service in England. The 668 codes 
from the ontology captures social prescrip-
tions with a high granularity, as demonstrat-
ed by 5 million instances recorded between 
January 2011 and December 2019 by a 
national sentinel network. 

Lamer et al. [18] evaluate the feasibility 
of implementing French national EHRs in 
the observational medical outcome part-
nership (OMOP) Common Data Model 
(CDM). Such standardization of medical 
data allows improved semantic interopera-
bility. The challenges in mapping some of 
French terminologies and codes (ICD10FR, 
CIP13, UCD) to the OMOP vocabularies 
(ICD, RxNorm) are detailed. Besides the 
limitations of integrating some other French 
vocabularies, the audit and evaluation of the 
resulting implementation are promising. 

In a mostly manual effort, Colicchio et 
al. [19] develop a collection of concept-rela-
tionship-concept tuples to formally represent 
patients’ care context based on 48 semantic 
relationships and 14 distinct classes. With a 
set of 82 representative tuples validated on 
clinical data and reviewed by experts, they 
build a pragmatic basis for improving the 
design of EHRs. This work suggests that a 
limited number of representations is needed 
for an efficient coverage of possible patient 
representation in EHRs.

4   Conclusions
In the KRM selection for 2020, we observe 
significant contributions in research on 
knowledge representation addressing the 
challenge of ontology curation. As in previ-
ous years, bioinformatics, machine learning 
and EHRs are still of major interest in the 
KRM community. Knowledge representation 
remains key to advance machine learning 
by providing context and to develop novel 
bioinformatics metrics. As in 2019, represen-
tations serve a great variety of applications 
across many medical domains, with action-
able results and now with growing adhesion 
to the open science initiative. 
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Appendix: Content Summa-
ries of Selected Best Papers 
for the IMIA Yearbook 2021, 
Section Knowledge Repre-
sentation and Management

Le DH

UFO: A tool for unifying biomedical ontol-
ogy-based semantic similarity calculation, 
enrichment analysis and visualization
PLoS One 2020;15(7):e0235670

In this article, Le presents a unified tool to 
support semantic similarity-based research 
called UFO. Ontology-based similarity has 
become a routine approach in many appli-
cations (ontology curation, enrichment, de-
cision support, gene association studies…). 
Similarity measurements in ontologies 
can be performed using many metrics and 
methods, and current solutions are scattered 
over different tools and platforms. 

UFO is implemented as an app for the 
Cytoscape platform (open-source software 
for visualizing complex networks and 
integrating data in molecular and systems 
biology, genomics, and proteomics) and 
supports the OBO format. This article 
(and supplementary material) describes all 
UFO features and refers to case studies of 
relevant implementations: human disease 
phenotype similarity based on Human 
Phenotype Ontology (HPO), prediction 
of disease-associated genes and protein 
complexes based on gene and protein 
complex similarity networks using Gene 
ontology, prediction of disease-associated 
genes and long non-coding RNAs based on 
disease similarity network using HPO and 
Disease ontology, and enrichment analysis 
with HPO.

The main detailed functions are sim-
ilarity calculation, enrichment analysis, 
and visualization. The similarity matrices 
can be calculated between terms (with 11 
metrics, node and/or edge-based), between 
annotated entities (pairwise or groupwise) 
and between two sets of entities. Statistical 
tests (binomial or Fischer’s exact) can be 
applied to a set of entities to search for addi-

tional salient terms to enrich the set. Graph 
visualization facilitates the understanding 
of the relationships among selected terms, 
their ancestors (e.g., shared ancestors) and 
descendants, or among entities (similarity 
networks).

This tool brings to the KRM community 
a unified solution for semantic similarity 
research. Now, only OBO format ontologies 
are supported (other ontology formats will 
need conversion) and the tool is tailored for 
a molecular and systems biology platform. 
However, this solution supports any appli-
cation domain.

Robinson PN, Ravanmehr V, Jacobsen JOB, 
Danis D, Zhang XA, Carmody LC, Gargano 
MA, Thaxton CL, Core UNCB, Karlebach G, 
Reese J, Holtgrewe M, Kohler S, McMurry 
JA, Haendel MA, Smedley D

Interpretable clinical genomics with a 
likelihood ratio paradigm
Am J Hum Genet 2020;107(3):403-17

In this paper, Robinson et al. address the 
phenotype-driven prioritization of variants 
with a metric providing robust estimates of 
the strength of the predictions of candidate 
genes or diseases, beyond the usual place-
ment in a ranked list.

They present a novel algorithm, the 
LIkelihood Ratio Interpretation of Clinical 
AbnormaLities (LIRICAL), that calculates 
the likelihood ratio (LHR) of each observed 
or excluded phenotypic abnormality. For 
each candidate diagnosis, LIRICAL calcu-
lates the extent to which each phenotypic 
abnormality (and if available genotype) is 
consistent with the diagnosis. Phenotypic 
abnormalities are represented by Human 
Phenotype Ontology (HPO) terms and the 
LHR calculations are derived from the 
subsumption hierarchies in the HPO. In the 
methods section, the algorithm is entirely 
described. 

This work illustrates how the structure 
of a knowledge representation (HPO) can 
contribute to a bioinformatics workflow. 
The performances of LIRICAL are demon-
strated to be state-of-the-art, on simulated 
data from 384 published case reports 
and data from 116 solved cases from the 
100,000 Genomes Project. 

LIRICAL is available for academic use 
for free, and source code can be downloaded 
on a GitHub repository.

Slater LT, Gkoutos GV, Hoehndorf R

Towards semantic interoperability: finding 
and repairing hidden contradictions in 
biomedical ontologies
BMC Med Inform Decis Mak 2020;20(Suppl 
10):311

In this paper, the authors present a method 
to identify hidden unsatisfiabilities in an 
ontology that arise when combined with 
other ontologies. They identified a large set 
of inconsistencies across a broad range of 
biomedical ontologies.

One way to combine ontologies is to use 
the MIREOT (Minimum Information to Ref-
erence an External Ontology Term) guide-
lines which were originally developed to 
support inclusion of classes from biomedical 
ontologies. MIREOT has become a standard 
for term re-use and inclusion throughout the 
biomedical ontology community. The au-
thors advocate that, while this method allows 
ontologies to reuse classes in a scalable and 
efficient manner, the inclusion of external 
classes without the context of the external 
ontology’s axioms means that contradictions 
may arise. These contradictions cannot be 
detected using an automated reasoner that 
evaluates only the target ontology.

The authors use automated reasoning 
to determine whether unsatisfiable classes 
are present. In addition, they designed a 
novel algorithm that suggest justifications 
for contradictions across large and complex 
ontologies. Their experiments identify con-
tradictions that lead to unsatisfiable classes 
in the OBO ontologies and highlight the 
axioms that can be removed to solve most 
cases of unsatisfiability. 

Such a work is important since re-
searchers often import pieces of ontologies 
without considering the associated axioms. 
It is also important because it shows the 
challenge of maintaining a coherent group 
of ontologies in a large repository like the 
OBO ontologies.

Zheng F, Shi J, Yang Y, Zheng WJ, Cui L

A transformation-based method for 
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auditing the IS-A hierarchy of biomedical 
terminologies in the Unified Medical 
Language System
J Am Med Inform Assoc 2020;27(10):1568-75
In this paper, Zheng et al. use the rich 
knowledge provided by the Unified Medical 
Language System (UMLS) for auditing and 
improving the quality of its source terminol-
ogies. Given a concept name in the UMLS, 
they first identify its base and secondary 
noun chunks. For each identif ied noun 
chunk, they generate replacement candidates 
that are more general than the noun chunk. 

Then, they replace the noun chunks with 
their replacement candidates to generate 
new potential concept names that may serve 
as supertypes of the original concept. If a 
newly generated name is an existing concept 
name in the same source terminology as the 
original concept, then a potentially missing 
IS-A relation between the original and the 
new concept is identified.

This method gives very good results 
during the tests: a total of 39,359 potential-
ly missing IS-A relations were detected in 
13 source terminologies. Domain experts 
evaluated a random sample of 200 poten-

tially missing IS-A relations identified in 
SNOMED CT and 100 in Gene ontology. A 
total of 173 of 200, and 63 of 100 potentially 
missing IS-A relations were confirmed by 
domain experts, indicating that the method 
achieved a precision of 86.5% and 63% 
for SNOMED CT and for Gene ontology, 
respectively.

This method is very suitable for large 
ontologies that are assemblages of thoughts 
and teams over time and for which it is dif-
ficult to audit the whole resource. It would 
be interesting to test this method on smaller 
ontologies.


